
 
  

 

FUN WITH PULSES 

Materials Required: 
Paper, Glue, Different variety of colourful pulses 
 

 Take an A4 size paper or any paper of your choice. 

 Draw an image. 

 Apply glue to required portion where you want to 

stick the pulses 

 Put the pulses on the glued area and press it gently 

with the palm of your hand 

 Continue the same with the remaining picture/

image 

 Allow the glue to dry. 

Think out of Box 

 Create your own images. E.g. Toys/ favourite  food/ 

fruits/ gadget / landscape, etc. 

 Children can create the objects they see around on 

their own using the pulses. E.g. mountains, birds, 

trees, cars, etc. 

 They can also colour the pulses using water colour, 

if required. 

 E.g. Blue colour for image of water. 
  

 

 INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

PRE-PRIMARY SECTION 

ISM/PP/KGII-03                    ACTIVITIES  FOR  KG II                                             22.04.2020                             

Dear Parent,  
 
The teaching methodology for Pre-Primary section is activity based.     Hereby,  we provide 

you with a  list  of  activities  that  can  be conducted at home under the guidance /                 

supervision of  parents. These activities can be carried out with the readily available             

materials at home. The ultimate aim of teaching is also achieved by carrying out these          

activities, and it will be shared  twice a  week.   

Kindly requesting parents to share photographs of your ward doing these activities. 



     

KICK TRICK 

 

 Take 4 to 5 paper cups and write alphabets  or   

numbers on them using a marker or use cups    

painted in different colours. 

 Place the cups on the floor in equal distance. 

 Mark a kick spot at a comfortable distance. 

 Place the softball (or any ball) at the kick spot. 

 Ask  your child to kick the ball towards the alphabet 

or number or colour called out. 

 So that he / she can  kick  the  ball   to  the              

corresponding  paper  cup. 

 This activity helps in development of gross motor 

skills along with identification of alphabets,         

numbers and  colours. 

 

 

PAPER TAPER 

 Parents need to arrange various waste papers like 

pamphlets, old magazines, old newspapers, etc and 

a glue stick. 

 Tear the paper into small bits and put it in a bowl. 

 Now crush the bits properly. 

 Draw an outline of any picture like fish, tree etc. and 

paste the bits of paper inside the picture properly. 

 


